Local Planning Policy 2.5.2: Medical Precinct
ADOPTION DATE: 21 December 2021 (DV21.113)
LAST AMENDED DATE: N/A
AUTHORITY: Planning and Development Act 2005
Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015
APPLICATION
This policy applies to:
1. All development applications within areas 1, 2 and 3 of the Policy area described
gg in Figure 1; and
2. The review of any Local Development Plan for the ‘Local Development Plan Area’
gg described in Figure 1.
This policy is to be read and applied in conjunction with the Town of Cambridge
Local Planning Scheme No.1 (the Scheme), relevant provisions of the Residential Design
Codes Volume 1 or Volume 2, and any other relevant Council policies relating to nonresidential land.

Figure 1: Policy area
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BACKGROUND
Local Development Plan
On 21 December 2017 the Western Australian Planning Commission agreed with the Town
of Cambridge that a local development plan (LDP) is required for the purposes of orderly
and proper planning for the LDP area shown in Figure 1 above. This decision was
made in accordance with Clause 47(d) of Schedule 2 of the Planning
and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015. Local planning policy
2.5.2 is used as a guideline for the assessment of the local development plan area
as the local
development
plan
outlines
the
development
standards
required for assessments within the area.
Medical Precinct Urban Design Study 2020
In 2019 the Town of Cambridge appointed urban design and planning specialist firm Hames
Sharley to undertake an urban design study of the LDP area and surrounds. The Study was
toinform the preparation of the LDP and to address the following key factors:
•
•
•
•

Strong integration of SJOG with broader medical precinct and Cambridge Street urban
corridor;
Identification, protection and enhancement of landmark buildings & view lines;
Identification and enhancement of active streets and connectivity with surrounds; and
Recommendations for built form and massing for the area, particularly at the public
interfaces along Cambridge St, McCourt St, Station St and Salvado Rd.

The Study was endorsed by Council on 21 December 2021 and forms the basis for the
provisions of this Policy.
OBJECTIVES
1. To provide land use and development guidance for the Policy area;
2. To cluster activity and complementary land uses within the Policy area;
3. To deliver a sense of continuity across the Policy area;
4. Ensure future development is sympathetic to its historical and physical context;
5. Ensure appropriate massing and scale through appropriate building heights, height
g transitions and setbacks.
6. Deliver a Precinct that is accessible and integrates urban public spaces;
7. Integrate landscapes to promote wellness for workers and visitors; and
8. Foster urban connections that facilitate ease of movement and legibility for
g g pedestrians and hospital operations.
DEFINITIONS
Deep soil area:

As defined by State Planning Policy 7.3: Residential Design
Codes, Volume 2.

Rootable soil zone: As defined by State Planning Policy 7.3: Residential Design Codes,
Volume 2.
Plot Ratio:

For
the
purposes
of
residential
development,
gaccordance with Table
2.1 of State Planning Policy
gResidential Design Codes,Volume 2.
g

in
7.3:
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CAMBRIDGE STREET MEDICAL PRECINCT DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES

1. BUILDING HEIGHT
Ensuring appropriate massing and scale between new
and existing developments requires appropriate building
height transitions where buildings either step down or step
back in height, and/or landscaping is provided to buffer new
developments and adjoining lower height properties.
The appropriate transition approach and any additional heights
will need to be approved as part of the Development Application
process, based on the context of the site and at the Town’s
discretion.
GUIDANCE
+

A general maximum height limit within the Precinct of
5 storeys is appropriate and responds to the current
height of St John of God.

+

Building stepbacks, outlined in the following section,
soften the transition with the neighbouring residential
areas.

+

The centre of the St John of God site, as shown in
Figure 1, can accommodate additional height above 5
storeys as it is a landmark site, however, this height is
dependant on;
1.

Appropriate treatment at the street to preserve
the pedestrian amenity of the street;

2.

Setbacks utilised so that a human scale is
preserved on the street level;

3.

The preservation of open space in key areas,
such as around the chapel, in order to create a
landscaped address for taller buildings and
preserve key view corridors.

LEGEND
MAX. 5 STOREY HEIGHT
MAX. 4 STOREY HEIGHT
1-2 STOREY HEIGHT TRANSITION
INDICATIVE 5 STOREY MAXIMUM ZONE
INDICATIVE AREA OF POTENTIAL ADDITIONAL HEIGHT

NOTE:
POTENTIAL AMALGAMATION OF LOTS IS INDICATIVE ONLY. TO ACHIEVE
MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL SOME AMALGAMATION IS
LIKELY TO OCCUR. 3D REPRESENTS THE MAXIMUM BUILT ENVELOPE.

Figure 1: Building Height Plan

LEGEND
EXISTING BUILT FORM
POTENTIAL FUTURE BUILT FORM
(ENVELOPES)

Figure 2: CSMP East West Elevation
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BUILDING HEIGHT TRANSITIONS

GUIDANCE

To ensure appropriate massing and scale between new and
existing developments, design guidance outlines appropriate
building height transitions where buildings either step down in
height and/or provide courtyards, building setbacks, stepbacks,
building shoulders, and/or landscaping is provided to buffer new
developments and adjoining lower height properties as depicted
in Figure 3.
Like the lower building form, the upper building form should
respond to its context to ensure high-quality design outcomes.
Transitions should be used to reduce potential impacts related
to a change in building height and massing such as shadowing
and overlooking of neighbouring properties. Appropriate
transitions are managed through upper massing step-backs (in
addition to building placement and separation).

COURTYARD

Figure 3: Building Transition Approaches

+

Building height transitions should be reflected in
the locations shown on Figure 1 and should utilise
approaches such as building setbacks, stepbacks,
building shoulders, landscape buffers and/or
courtyards, but not limited to those depicted in Figure
3;

+

Transitions may be required at other locations for the
redevelopment sites if deemed necessary as part of
the Development Application process;

+

The type and configuration of the required building
transition will be determined as part of the
Development Application process based on the context
of each site;

SETBACK | LANDSCAPING

STEP-BACK

+

Where the building fronts a street, step-back the
upper floors a minimum of 3 metres from the building
base or edge of podium below to address overlook
and shadowing. The height at which a step-back is
incorporated is flexible but will generally be between
the third and fourth floors and should respond to the
existing and planned context.

BUILDING SHOULDER
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2. SETBACKS
Setbacks should be sensitive to the existing context and consider
street experience now, into the future and while the area is still
in transition.
GUIDANCE

+

On McCourt Street and Station Street a maximum
setback of 10m creates a range of setbacks to allow for
variation within an overall consistency. This maximum
can accommodate a variety of outdoor activities,
including few visitor bays on the street within a
landscaped setting;

+

+

On Cambridge Street West, areas depicted within and
around the Local Centre may have a nil setback,
consistent with the street’s context, history and growing
development as a medical precinct. The creation
of conventional shopfront or verandah character
frontages is encouraged;
Consider nominating a maximum percentage of
development that may be built to the street setback to
ensure modulated building frontages (Refer to Street
Address).

SA

LV

MCCOURT STREET

On Cambridge Street East, McCourt and Station Street
the building should generally be set back a minimum of
4m of to create a boulevard that can accommodate
wider sidewalks, street trees, landscaping, and active
uses (Figure 4);

STATION STREET

CAMBRIDGE STREET

+

AD

OR

OA

D

NOTE:
POTENTIAL AMALGAMATION OF LOTS IS INDICATIVE ONLY.
TO ACHIEVE MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL SOME
AMALGAMATION IS LIKELY TO OCCUR

Figure 4: Building Envelope Setbacks

MINIMUM SETBACK

MAX SETBACK

FACADE TYPE A - LOCAL CENTRE

nil

-

FACADE TYPE B

4m

-

FACADE TYPE C

4m

10m

FACADE TYPE D

2m

4m

AND 20M FROM LOCAL CENTRE INTERSECTION

PREDOMINANT SETBACK (CAMBRIDGE STREET)

SETBACK RANGE - CREATION OF MODULATION
IMAGE SOURCE: DESIGNWA

LANEWAYS

Nil up to two storeys in height.
6m for three storeys and above in height

COMMON TO ADJOINING PROPERTIES
OUTSIDE OF PLAN AREA

Nil up to one storey in height.
4m for two storeys in height.
6m for three storeys and greater in height

COMMON TO ADJOINING PROPERTIES
WITHIN OF PLAN AREA

Nil up to three storeys in height
4m for four storeys and above in height

UPPER LEVEL SETBACK
(4 STOREYS AND ABOVE)

Setback 4m from podium level addressing the
street. Setback 4m from adjoining properties

Table 1: Building Envelope Setbacks
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BUILDING PLACEMENT

BUILDING SEPARATION

TRANSITION TO ADJACENT RESIDENTIAL

Building placement influences many aspects of the ultimate
building design and its fit within the site and broader context.
Placement can help to define the edges of streets and open
spaces, reinforce a consistent streetscape, and provide for high
quality connections and open spaces within the site.

To ensure that buildings relate well to the street, neighbouring
buildings and buildings within the site, careful consideration
should also be given to the space between buildings to protect
for privacy, sunlight, and views. The spaces between buildings
provide opportunities for physical and visual connections, North
South streets and laneways create a natural separation and
break blocks for greater permeability along Cambridge Street.

Transitions should be used to reduce potential impacts related
to a change in building height and massing, such as, shadowing
(Figures 5-8) and overlooking of neighbouring properties.
Appropriate transitions are managed through upper massing
setbacks (in addition to building placement and separation).

GUIDANCE
+

+

Building placement should consider existing site
conditions and look to retain and enhance certain
features as assets such as mature trees and grades;

GUIDANCE
+

The appropriate building placement will need to be
approved as part of the Development Application
process, based on the context of the site.

TREE RETENTION
SOURCE: DESIGNWA

MINIMUM SETBACKS

Where a continuous streetwall is desirable, separation
between lots are not necessary up to level four.
Continuous streetwalls are generally desirable within
the local centre and along intensification corridors,
except where special site or block conditions require
breaks to access mid-block connections, courtyards, or
other open spaces (Refer Street Address);

+

Mid-block connections should be provided on larger
sites to create overall site permeability;

+

Above the streetwall, or podium, a setback of a
minimum of 4m between lots is recommended to
create a overall building separation of at least 8m.

GUIDANCE
+

Where the building fronts a street, step-back the upper
floors a minimum of 3 metres from the building base
or edge of podium below. (The proposed setback of 4m
is appropriate);

+

Stepping back of upper level building volumes is
encouraged to assist with transitions between
neighbouring buildings with lower heights. The
proposed setbacks for side and laneway setbacks, also
outlined in the adjacent table, are appropriate as a
minimum to transition the height to the surrounding
residential neighbourhoods;

+

The form and massing of new development should
enable 5 hours of solar access to adjacent residential
dwellings and public open space (Figures 5-8).

DEEP SOIL AND BASEMENT
LEVELS

BUILDING SEPARATION TO ENABLE SUNLIGHT AND VIEWS (BUILDING ENVELOPES)

BUILDING HEIGHT SEPARATION BEHIND CAMBRIDGE STREET (BUILDING ENVELOPES)
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CAMBRIDGE STREET MEDICAL PRECINCT DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES

SOLAR ACCESS
Non-residential building envelopes illustrated to a maximum of 5 storeys should ensure suitable
transition of height, scale and setbacks to enable 5 hours of solar access to adjacent residential
dwellings and public open space. The potential amalgamation of lots illustrated in Figures 5-8 are
indicative only.

JUNE 9AM

MARCH 9AM

Figure 5: March solar access over 5 hours

MARCH 3PM

Figure 6: June solar access over 5 hours

JUNE 3PM
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SEPTEMBER 9AM

Figure 7: September solar access over 5 hours

SEPTEMBER 3PM

DECEMBER 9AM

Figure 8: December solar access over 5 hours

DECEMBER 3PM 8

CAMBRIDGE STREET MEDICAL PRECINCT DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES

To create more urban and pedestrian-scaled buildings of
distinctive architecture complementary to the public realm,
high quality building design and landscaping will be required
to contribute to the unique character of the Cambridge Street
Medical Precinct.

B

**
*
*

A variety in building massing and building footprints will
contribute to the distinctive sense of place, as well as the careful
composition and architectural expression of the building as a
whole. In addition to height variation and transitions defined, the
building’s massing can be articulated horizontally, in plan such
as, but not limited to, projections and recesses.

*

B

A

STATION STREET

A

In response to the varying character’s in the precinct illustrated
in Figure 5, specific massing and form guidance for each area is
provided, in addition to guidance for the treatment of corner and
gateway elements.

*

*

*

KEY CORNER/LANDMARK SITES

KEY PEDESTRIAN LINK

BUILDINGS OF HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE

KEY CONNECTING ROADS

COMMERCIAL ZONING / LOCAL CENTRE

SECONDARY ROADS

LOCAL CENTRE STREET TREATMENT

LANEWAYS

SIGNIFICANT EXISTING TREES & LANDSCAPING

KEY VIEWS

FUTURE GREEN STREET TREATMENT/INTERFACE

CAMBRIDGE STREET
C

*
*
D

SA

LV

LEGEND

C

MCCOURT STREET

3. BUILDING MASSING & FORM

AD

OR

OA

D

D

**

NOTE: POTENTIAL AMALGAMATION OF LOTS IS INDICATIVE ONLY. TO
ACHIEVE MAXIMUM DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL SOME AMALGAMATION
IS LIKELY TO OCCUR. 3D REPRESENTS THE MAXIMUM BUILT ENVELOPE.

Figure 9: Built Form and Massing Plan

LEGEND
MEDICAL USE
COMMERCIAL / MEDICAL USE
RESIDENTIAL
POTENTIAL PARKING LOCATION
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SECTION A

SECTION B

BUILDING BAYS / PAVILLIONS

GUIDANCE
Also refer to Specific Guidance for each area.
+

Design buildings so that the massing reinforces the
street edge. A podium is an effective way to organize
mass and frame the street;

+

Where a podium form is established, the height of
a podium should be consistent with the height of
neighbouring building bases (varying by a maximum of
2-storeys);

+

+

The upper building should be designed to clearly
distinguish the building middle from the top and to
further reduce the upper level building massing. This
should include step backs, colour and material
variations, and unique articulation;
Building designs should incorporate modulation
and articulation such as massing reveals, changes
of textures, materials, and/or colours, or shifts of the
façade plane in order to create a pedestrian scaled
façade (Refer to Street Address for more guidance);

+

Pushing (projecting) and pulling (recessing) building
volumes from the main building form is encouraged to
help break down the mass of larger buildings and to
avoid flat building façades;

+

A variety of scales, colours and textures should be used
to create visual interest across the building façades;

+

On sites that abut a lane, design the laneway façade
and its connection to the street carefully. At a minimum,
consider wrapping the treatment of the street-facing
façade around the laneway corner of the building;

+

When a proposed mid-rise building is near a heritage
property it should be designed to respect the materials,
proportions, scale, setbacks, topography and views of
the historic context.

0.5 - 1m

BUILDING RECESSES

1.5-3m

BUILDING SCREENS

0.6m
Minimum
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SECTION C

SECTION D

CORNER BUILDINGS

+

There are several corner redevelopment sites within the
Cambridge Street Medical Precinct (Figure 5). These sites can
be developed as three, four or up to five storey buildings on
larger sites. Where sites have rear lanes to allow for vehicle
access, this enables side frontage to also provide attractive and
active edge.
For new buildings located on a corner, including but not limited
to the corner locations identified, these can serve as gateways or
focal points; both require careful detailing at the first three floors
due to their high visibility from two or more streets and long
distances.
GUIDANCE
+

Within the Local Centre, Cambridge Street West, the
ground floor should contribute to the street
providing for retail or commercial uses;

An example of “pulling away” from the corner to
create open space.

Consider using a corner to provide extra space for
pedestrians and a generous entry by recessing the
building, or by build out to the corner to provide a
strong urban edge to the block;

+

Consider providing special building elements
distinguishable from the rest of the building such as a
tower, corner articulation or bay windows;

+

Consider a special site feature such as a diagonal
orientation and entry, a sculpture, a courtyard, or other
device;

+

Corner entries should be set back to allow pedestrian
flow and good visibility at key intersections;

+

New buildings should give careful consideration to
reference key elements of adjacent heritage buildings,
such as the Art Deco building within the Local Centre.

Examples of “holding the corner” to create an urban feel and actively engage the street.

GATEWAY ELEMENTS – VISTAS
Gateway elements are distinctive architectural elements and/
or special building forms used to draw attention or reinforce
points of interest that mark the location of “entries” and “places”
within the Precinct. These elements will be of the highest level
of design excellence incorporating special building forms and/
or the innovative use of materials. Additionally, a fundamental
component of the Cambridge Street Medical Precinct is to
maintain view-sheds along the East-West urban corridor.
The Town may exercise some discretion of key corner and
gateway sites, for instance in relation to upper level setbacks.
These variations will need to demonstrate design excellence and
be approved as part of the Development Application process,
based on the context of the site.
GUIDANCE
+

Gateway elements should be provided for new
buildings at visually prominent locations within the
Precinct;

+

Gateway sites along Cambridge Street as depicted in
Figure 5 should provide site design elements that
foster a sense of arrival and wayfinding experience
within the Cambridge Street Medical Precinct;

+

Incorporate public vistas through the configuration of
the buildings and the design of open space in the
locations generally maintaining views to St Josephs
Church;

+

Gateway elements should be proportioned to the size
and scale of the building;

+

Gateway element(s) should provide distinctive threedimensional forms, unique shapes and materials to
reinforce the significance of each location.
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SPECIFIC GUIDANCE: LOCAL CENTRE - NIL SETBACK - CAMBRIDGE STREET (WEST)
ADVANTAGES
+

Urban environment appropriate for the Local Centre;

+

Responds to existing and historical context;

+

Enables incorporation of heritage Art Deco building;

+

Use of canopies create a human scale.

EXISTING CAMBRIDGE STREET

NIL SETBACK
LOCAL CONVENTIONAL SHOPFRONT

NIL SETBACK
RECESSED, PROTECTIVE GROUND FLOOR

COURTYARD - BREAK IN NIL SETBACK
SMALL PORTION OF BUILDING FRONTAGE

INDICATIVE STREET SECTIONS

INDICATIVE THRESHOLD TREATMENTS
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SPECIFIC GUIDANCE: GREEN STREETS - 4M SETBACK - CAMBRIDGE ST (EAST), MCCOURT STREET, STATION STREET, OTHER STREETS

ADVANTAGES
+

Allows for meaningful depth of landscaping, providing amenity to
street and privacy to the medical uses;

+

Responds to context and history of the site;

+

Additional setback ensures that the proportions of the street are
comfortable, and less urban than town centre (1:2 Ratio).

4 m SETBACK
SCREENING LANDSCAPING WITH PLACES OF RESPITE

INDICATIVE STREET SECTIONS (CAMBRIDGE STREET (EAST)
EXISTING CAMBRIDGE STREET

4 m SETBACK
PUBLIC SPACE - POCKET PARK

EXISTING CAMBRIDGE STREET

4m SETBACK
TIERED LANDSCAPING. PROTECTIVE AND PRIVATE

INDICATIVE STREET SECTIONS

INDICATIVE THRESHOLD TREATMENTS
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SPECIFIC GUIDANCE: GREEN STREETS - 10M SETBACK - MCCOURT STREET, STATION STREET, OTHER STREETS
ADVANTAGES
+
+
+
+
+

Allows retention of trees;
Allows for a variety of outdoor uses, greater landscaping and privacy;
Allows for the provision of a small number of visitor / disabled bays
contributing some activity to the street - the front entrance is used more
frequently, without contributing significant vehicle traffic;
Allows for modulation of facade and a larger variation in interface treatments;
Additional setback ensures that the proportions of the street are comfortable,
and less urban than town centre (1:2 Ratio).

INDICATIVE STREET SECTIONS

10 m SETBACK
SMALL PROVISION OF VISITOR CAR BAYS

10 m SETBACK
OPEN SPACE

4m / 10 m SETBACK
MODULATED FACADE, CREATION OF COURTYARD

INDICATIVE STREET SECTIONS

INDICATIVE THRESHOLD TREATMENTS
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4. STREET ADDRESS
How the building addresses the street is essential for
establishing a positive first impression and successful interface
between the public street and private building. The way a
building performs in this regard is strongly influenced by the
quality of its ground floor design, façade articulation, material
use, and the location and treatment of building entrances.
Each building façade should have varied treatment that
complements the overall building design while responding to the
conditions of the facing conditions avoiding blank façades facing
public streets or public open space.

STREETWALL

ARTICULATION

The pattern of buildings facing the street creates a well-defined
edge, also known as a “streetwall”, that frames the streets and
open spaces. A building frontage is the extent to which the
building’s streetwall responds to the street facing property line
and corresponding setbacks (Figure 10).

While maintaining a continual streetwall is important, it is also
important to avoid a monolithic façade without relief. Therefore,
some of the frontages should have building breaks, setbacks,
and courtyards to create a variety of landscaping and building
forms that provide visual interest to pedestrians and motorists,
while also maintaining the cohesiveness of the block and street
form.

The streetwall provides a sense of spatial definition that
creates a coherent urban environment, reinforcing a sense of
place while also making for a pleasant, comfortable and safe
pedestrian environment.
GUIDANCE
+

PROVIDING GREATER BUILDING
SETBACKS AT STRATEGIC
JUNCTIONS

+

Irregular spacing between buildings should be avoided
or minimized at the setback line, except in cases where
variation is needed for gateway elements as required.
In general, buildings should present a continuous
frontage as possible;
The streetwall height should generally be a minimum
of 4 storeys along primary frontages to the street.

ALIGN BASE BUILDING
TO SETBACK OF
SURROUNDING CONTEXT,
ENSURING GENEROUS
SPACE FOR FOOTPATH
AND TREE PLANTING

Figure 10: Street Address aligning frontages of neighbouring buildings

Note: Figures 10 is provided
for illustrative purposes only.
The final configuration of
the streetwall, setbacks and
courtyards required will be
determined as part of the
Development Application
process.

GUIDANCE
+

Use architectural elements and expressions such as
balconies, windows, and recesses and projections to
reinforce a variety of scales and textures within each
component of the building;

+

Architectural elements and entrances should be used
to provide visual interest, enliven the streetscape for
the pedestrian, and promote streetscape activity;

+

Awnings or canopies are encouraged for the Local
Centre, building entrances or first floor retail uses.
These create the opportunity to add colour and
vibrancy to the streetscape and protection from the
weather for the pedestrian. Awnings and signage
should be provided in accordance with the Town’s sign
regulations;

+

Consider nominating a maximum percentage of
development frontage that may be built to the to the
street setback to ensure modulated building frontages.
For instance 95% on Cambridge Street, with the
exception of the Local Centre, and, 80% to the minimum
setback on McCourt and Station Street.
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BUILDING ENTRIES

MATERIALITY AND FACADE TREATMENTS

Building entries enhance the scale, activity and function of
each building. This is achieved by requiring building entries at
frequent intervals to street frontages to also reinforce pedestrian
activity and circulation along the street. Building entries are
required to be distinctive features and be an integral part of the
design of the building, with a size and scale appropriate to the
scale of the building. The entries should be easy to locate from
the street for pedestrians and motorists.

The design, location and quality of the building adjacent to the
street – the streetwall – is the portion which is experienced the
most by pedestrians and should be the area of the building
façade which is given the most attention and the highest quality
design and materials.

GUIDANCE
+

The primary pedestrian entrances should front the
adjoining primary public street, be given prominence
on the street frontage and should be clearly
distinguishable from other entrances through its
enhanced level of architectural design and treatment,
high visibility and have direct pedestrian access;

+

Where appropriate, landscape treatment should
emphasize the primary entrance as focal point;

+

The size and scale of the entrance should be
appropriate for the scale of the building and include a
change in material, wall plane, and/or colour;

+

Entries should provide protection from the elements,
with canopies, recesses, or roof overhangs.

ARTICULATED ENTRIES

public and private realms, enhance safety and a sense
of pedestrian scale along the street.;
+

Materials should reflect their intended use and
complement the established physical character of the
streetscape where appropriate. Building materials for
façades should consist of the following:

GUIDANCE

+

Brick, glass, stone, glass and/or wood;

+

The upper building should complement the lower
building facade;

+

+

Unless required for the function of the building, blank
walls along Cambridge Street should be avoided.
Where blank walls are unavoidable, the following may
be considered: The installation of living vegetated walls;
Interactive lighting and/or display walls; Public art such
as murals; Signage where permitted; Colour and
texture;

Mirrored reflective, frosted reflective or darkly
tinted glass should be avoided - as should
impermeable window graphics.

+

Where ground floor commercial / retail uses are
required, the ground floor should be predominantly
clear-glazed (i.e. 50 – 70 percent of the building wall) to
provide visual connections and interest between the

MATERIALITY IN THE AREA

+

Sides and rears of buildings that are visible from an
adjoining street should be designed in a compatible
manner utilizing a similar architectural treatment as
the primary façade.
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CAMBRIDGE STREET MEDICAL PRECINCT DEVELOPMENT GUIDELINES

5. STREETSCAPE
STREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS – ‘GREEN
STREETS’

SITE DESIGN
+

Site design, open space and streetscaping are imperative to the
character and quality of a development, its ability to fit within the
surrounding area and enhance the public realm.
While the western most blocks of Cambridge Street exhibit
increasingly urban qualities as development transitions to the
Local Centre at the intersection of Station Street, the majority of
the blocks East are more residential in character. This current
green character should be protected and enhanced, creating a
network of Green’ Streets.
Green Streets are designed to prioritize pedestrian circulation,
create attractive streetscapes, and strengthen the existing
character of the Cambridge Street Medical Precinct.
Design treatments can include footpath widening, enhanced
landscaping, green infrastructure and traffic calming measures.
In addition, the landscape features within streets, outdoor
space and as part of the building design offer opportunities to
contribute the health and wellbeing goals of the Precinct, as
well as environmental goals for reducing the heat island effect,
managing the effects of stormwater and increasing habitats.

+

For new development along Cambridge Street East,
McCourt Street and Station Street, front setback areas
should contain significant areas devoted to
‘green’ landscape elements to create a transition zone
between public and private spaces. This is in response
to the current character of the area, contributes
amenity and shade to the street and is appropriate for
medical uses providing privacy, protection and a
therapeutic outlook;
Adjacent projects are encouraged to coordinate green
infrastructure improvements;

+

Landscaping should be design so as to not impact on
sight lines;

+

Avoid locating site elements and other equipment in
areas that may impact pedestrian walkways, public or
private open spaces, and the ability of trees to grow to
maturity;

+

Encourage the inclusion of courtyards connecting to
the street. Where courtyards are provided, total
building setbacks including the courtyard should not
exceed 35% of the total street frontage on Cambridge
Street . The depth of the courtyard should be
determined as part of the Development Application
process;

+

To encourage the provision of courtyards a reduction
of upper level setbacks may be considered on a case
by case basis at the council’s discretion; and

+

The appropriate streetscape design will need to be
approved as part of the Development Application
process, based on the context of the site and the
provision of high quality landscaped and threshold
treatments.

This is reinforced by the Town of Cambridge Street Tree
Masterplan aimed at strengthening the Town’s leafy streetscape
and diverse urban canopy. Recognising that street trees are one
of the Town’s more important natural assets, Figure 11 maps
the arrangement of these species recommended within the
Precinct.
It is intended that this guidance be used to direct improvements
both for redevelopment sites which front Green Streets, but also
incrementally over time as other improvements are made to the
street.

STRENGTHENING ‘GREEN STREET’ QUALITIES
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STREETSCAPE
+

Landscape improvements on the Green Streets
should incorporate, where feasible, environmental
improvements which add to the visual character,
stormwater management, habitat and urban
biodiversity. For example, Station Street has many
locations where streetscape improvements are
anticipated and where green infrastructure could be
installed, particularly along the eastern footpath area;

+

Green infrastructure should be integrated into the
streetscape design and should form an inherent
element of the street rather than visually appearing as
a retrofitted aspect;

+

Prioritise the planting of street trees in missing
locations for better streetscape and environmental
benefits (see Figure 9);

+

Streetscape design should enable good visibility.
Trees with a low understorey allow views, sunlight in
winter and passive surveillance of footpaths and public
spaces; and

Smooth Barked Apple, Angophora costata London Plane Tree, Platanus acerifolius

+

Dense planting should be used for small to provide a
degree of privacy to sensitive land uses or to provide
areas of visual effect.

TREES
+

The retention of significant trees is encouraged to
provide an attractive structure to the Precinct. Trees
that require retention will need to be approved as part
of the Development Application process, based on the
context of the site;

+

New tree planting should not obscure expansive views,
and should be located outside clear zones and away
from utilities;

+

Trees and under-planting should be of native species
to the extent feasible, including seasonal and
evergreens. Exotic species and shrubs can be useful to
provide distinctive marker along the street and can be
used to help fit streets into cultural landscape, as
indicated for McCourt Street and Joseph Street within
the Street Tree Master Plan (see Figure 11, Table 2);

Cut Leaf Plane, Platanus orientalis digitata

RECOMMENDED STREET TREE SPECIES WITHIN THE PRECINCT

Broadleaf Paperbark, Melaleuca
quinquenervia

+

The ultimate size of planting should be considered
from an early stage, with the size of street trees
maximized to achieve the intent of the ‘Green Street;'

+

The placement of trees should take into account the
growth pattern and mature size of the selected trees
and the effect of canopy spread on pedestrian traffic,
views of and from adjacent buildings, conflicts with
the buildings themselves, and light dispersion from
streetlights;

+

New developments should be encouraged to utilize
street tree species that are environmentally suited to
the site’s growing conditions and lower maintenance
requirements;

+

For larger developments which make improvements
to substantial street frontages, a diverse approach to
species selection is encouraged; and

+

Careful consideration is to be made of appropriate
deep soil zones. Underground parking structures
should not encroach into required landscape buffers
to ensure the long-term viability of mature trees and
vegetation.

Bottlebrush, Callistemon sp.

Illawarra Flame Tree, Brachychiton
acerifolius
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From boulevard plantings, such as Railway Parade to avenue
plantings of Joseph Street, street trees contribute significantly
to the character and identity of the Town. However, as
temperatures increase and urban development accelerates,
the role played by our street trees as ‘green infrastructure’ has
become even more critical.

JOSEPH STREET

CONNOLLY STREET

RECOMMENDED STREET TREE SPECIES

The Town of Cambridge Street Tree Masterplan provides
further guidance to ensure the longevity and sustainability of
these assets, as well as the character of its existing streetscapes
and identity of local spaces. Table 2 identifies suitable strong
adaptable street tree species, their appropriate location and
scale, and recommended mix of native and exotic species,

SA

MCCOURT STREET

STATION STREET

CAMBRIDGE STREET

LV

AD

OR

OA

D

LEGEND
CAMBRIDGE STREET
STATION STREET
MCCOURT STREET
SALVARDO ROAD
CONNOLLY STREET
JOSEPH STREET

Figure 11: Town of Cambridge Street Tree Mapping (Source: Town of Cambridge Street Tree Masterplan)
LOCATION

Jacaranda, Jacaranda mimosifolia

Red Flowering Gum, Corymbia ficifolia

Coral Tree, Erythrina indica

LARGE
VERGE 10M+

MEDIUM
VERGE 4-10M

Smooth Barked Apple, Angophora costata

√

√

London Plane Tree, Platanus acerifolius

√

Cut Leaf Plane, Platanus orientalis digitata

√

Broadleaf Paperbark, Melaleuca quinquenervia

√

Station Street

Illawarra Flame Tree, Brachychiton acerifolius

√

McCourt Street

Jacaranda, Jacaranda mimosifolia

√

√

Salvardo Road

Red Flowering Gum, Corymbia ficifolia

√

√

Connolly Street

Bottlebrush, Callistemon sp.
Red Flowering Gum, Corymbia ficifolia

√

√

Coral Tree, Erythrina indica

√

√

Cambridge Street

Joseph Street

TREE SPECIES

NARROW
VERGE 2-4M

NATIVE
RECOMMENDED

EXOTIC
RECOMMENDED

√
√
√

Table 2: Town of Cambridge Recommended Street Trees (Source: Town of Cambridge Street Tree Masterplan)
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OPEN SPACE

WALL, FENCES & RAILINGS

An important component of the urban environment are open
spaces which are intended to serve as primary social gathering
places for residents, workers and visitors.

Walls, fences and railings provide transitions between the
private and public realm and contribute to the spatial definition
of streets and privacy of internal uses. Design standards call for
high quality materials and height limits for fences and walls.

As the Precinct develops, it will be critical to maintain a link to
open spaces north and south of the St John of God campus to
enhance the character and positively contribute to the vitality
of the community, as well as reinforcing health and wellbeing
goals.
GUIDANCE
+

New development should consider including publicly
accessible open space, particularly ground level, as
part of the provided open space;

+

The retention of trees, especially where it creates
open space which related to the street, is encouraged.
Specific locations where this is appropriate need to
be approved as part of the Development Application
process, based on the context of the site; and

+

Connections and open spaces within the site should
also be clearly signed and well-lit.

GUIDANCE

Existing blank walls disengage pedestrians, often causing them
to quickly walk by or avoid a block altogether. The intent of this
provision is to provide guidance that can help activate blank
walls, large areas of glazing and surface parking lots to enliven
the building exterior and streetscape appeal.

+

The height, length, and visual impact of walls, retaining
walls and fences should be of a pedestrian scale and in
no case exceed 1.2 metres in height in the front or side
yards as measured from the street side;

+

In the rear yards, 1.8 metre privacy fences may be
provided, if approved as part of the Development
Application process. Permeable fencing is
encouraged;

+

Garden screening walls and/or retaining walls should
be constructed of brick, stone or other highly finished
appropriate material. Green walls and living walls are
strongly encouraged; and

+

The size and species selection of landscape materials
should be carefully considered. Landscape elements
which are likely to impede pedestrian travel or use of
footpaths should not be installed.

EXISTING FENCE CONDITIONS
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6. PARKING, SERVICES & UTILITIES
PARKING AND SERVICE AREA

+

Appropriate parking location and design will support the creation
of active, walkable, and transit-oriented development.
Elements such as access, parking and servicing should be welldesigned and located to minimize their impact on the aesthetic
quality and function of the site, neighbouring properties and the
public realm.

+

ACCESS GUIDANCE
+

Access to parking, servicing and loading should be
provided at the rear of the building, on a laneway if
possible. On corner sites, where there is no laneway,
access should be provided from secondary streets
provided the entrance facilities are well integrated into
the rest of the frontage;

+

Parking entrances and loading service docks should be
diverted away from Cambridge Street to laneways or
secondary streets; and

+

Pedestrian access should always be prioritized for the
safety and enjoyment of residents and visitors. Reduce
the number and width of vehicle access points to avoid
conflicts between pedestrian and vehicle traffic.

Surface parking along Cambridge Street. should be
clearly visible from driveways or laneways, signalling
‘Visitor Parking’ to the rear of the buildings so they are
not visually prominent along the street; and

UTILITIES

Limited visitor surface parking should be provided at
the front of lots on McCourt Street and Station Street
when appropriately designed, landscaped and
screened to mitigate visual impacts.

GUIDANCE

SCREENING GUIDANCE
+

Service areas should be out of view or screened from
the public right-of-way by adequate landscape or
architectural elements; and

+

Any surface parking areas visible from the street
should be buffered and screened with high quality
architectural elements, setbacks or landscaping. On
larger sites with surface parking areas, incorporate
landscaped islands and high-quality landscaping to
create comfortable and safe pedestrian walkways and
amenity areas.

Utilities are an important aspect of modern infrastructure but
must be sited as discreetly as possible to minimize their impact
on the public realm.

+

Utility locations should be selected to avoid conflict with
street trees;

+

New construction should provide pad mounted, indoor,
or underground transformers within the building
footprint; otherwise, transformers should be located
adjacent to an alley or at the rear of the property where
feasible; and

+

Transformers should be concealed from the public
right-of-way with adequate screening such as
evergreen plantings, an enclosure, or within the
buildings.

LOCATION GUIDANCE
+

Bicycle parking should be provided in a safe, accessible
and convenient location, within 20m of the building
entrance;

+

Most on-site parking should be provided underground.
In general underground or structured parking is
encouraged before surface parking;

+

Underground parking structures should not encroach
into required landscape buffers to ensure the longterm viability of mature trees and vegetation;

LEGEND
PREFERRED PARKING AND SERVICE ACCESS
PEDESTRIAN PRIORITY - LIMITED PARKING OR
SERVICE ACCESS
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7. SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability guidance is intended to reduce negative impacts
on the environment and optimize building performance to
improve the health and comfort of residents and workers within
the Precinct.
GUIDANCE
+

Incorporate sustainable building practices in the site
design such as orienting buildings to effectively benefit
from sunlight exposure, solar energy collection, wind
energy collection, and positive air flow within the
building;

+

Implement stormwater management through green
infrastructure and low-impact development such as
bio-retention gardens, green roofs and permeable
paving materials to reduce stormwater runoff;

+

New and re-development projects should aim to
increase the tree canopy coverage on-site;

+

Prioritize energy efficiency and green building
practices to reduce the overall carbon footprint;

+

Incorporate green and/or solar roofs to mitigate the
heat island effect, reduce building energy consumption,
and manage stormwater;

+

Investigate opportunities for rain water harvesting and
re-use should be implemented within building
systems. Low-flow fixtures and water re-use
strategies should be used to conserve water; and

+

New parking facilities should include parking spaces
dedicated to electric vehicles.
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8. RESIDENTIAL DENSITY
8.1. Residential development is to be generally consistent with the Residential Design G
ggggCodes site area requirements for R60, except where design elements are varied within
ggggthis policy.

9.

VARIATIONS TO THE PROVISIONS OF THIS POLICY (except for clauses 1 and 2)

9.1. The provisions of this Policy may be varied where Council is satisfied that the following
ggggcriteria are met:
a. The overall design outcome of the building is improved by the variation;
b. The variation does not pose a significant impact on the amenity of adjoining
ggg properties;
c. The variation and development is consistent with the objectives of this Policy; and
d. The variation is aligned/considers the guidance provided within the relevant
ggg headings.

Adopted: 21 December 2021 (DV21.113)
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